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From Italian to Thai, Berlin to Düsseldorf,
experience the variety of culinary cultures
in Germany.

The home of pasta, pizza, and culinary genius.
Eat Italian, like an Italian!

Discover the hidden pleasures of traditional
Polish cuisine and find cosiest secrets that
only locals know.

French cuisine, recommended by French people.
Need we say more?

Taste the secrets of local Austrian cuisine,
traditional and modern alike!

A Roman feast or traditional beer?
Explore the best places of Hungary.

DIFFERENT COUNTRIES,
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33
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40
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Traditional Portuguese cuisine,
enchanting views, fresh fish.
Enjoy the authentic side of Portugal.

Find out the hidden gems of culinary Croatia,
traditional and modern alike.

Culture mixes with food, and delicacies in
a restaurant tour throughout Ukraine.

Explore Pakistan and its cuisine through
the taste buds of the locals, creating a truly
authentic experience.

Know Romania like the locals do, through
the best recommendations in hospitality and
cuisine alike.

Unique tastes, traditional beers, and amazing
views. Enjoy a memorable journey in Slovakia.

DIFFERENT COUNTRIES,
DIFFERENT FLAVOURS
YOUR GUIDE TO JOY IN:

KAZAKHSTAN

51

BULGARIA

53

METRO AG

57

Spices, culture and taste mix in the
culinary suggestions of our #MetroHeroes
in Almaty, Kazakhstan.

Let our local METRO Heroes, show you
their favourite places in Bulgaria, in a mix of
traditional and modern cuisine.

The greatest places, around the home
of METRO, Düsseldorf!

ENJOY

GERMANY

CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

JENNIFER PRZYBYLA
#METROHERO

LA COTTONERIA
MÖNCHENGLADBACH

An unforgettable visit – always!
My favorite place for a nice evening with
friends. Modern & creative food in a cozy
and special location in the heart of
Mönchengladbach

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL?
Fashionable-Culinary-Urban: La Cottoneria
offers handcrafted products of the highest
quality, prepared with high quality resources
and with passion for creativity the profession
of cooking.

Take me there

ADDRESS
Hennes Weisweiler Allee 23,
41179 Mönchengladbach
GERMANY

JENNIFER FRIEDRICH

#METROHERO

RESTAURANT IM
LITERATURHAUS

JACOPO LENIGNO
#METROHERO

MANI IN PASTA
RISTORANTE

NÜRNBERG

The Literaturhaus is the place to be,
coupled with a menu offer that fits everybody.
Service is outstanding and always
welcoming guests with a warm smile.
My personal highlight are the self-made cakes
offered here – the cheesecake is a must-have.
Take me there

BERLIN

Mani in Pasta stands for uncompromising Italian
taste. The owners Angelo and Gioacchino Celona
offer 12 different types of pasta which are prepared
with fresh products delivered straight from Italy.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Luitpoldstraße 6,
90402 Nürnberg
GERMANY

Reichenberger Straße 125,
10999 Berlin
GERMANY

DANIELA BROCKES

#METROHERO

STEPHANIE REMBERGER

HAUS REINTJES

#METROHERO

OBERHAUSEN

The food at Haus Reintjes is delicious and the
atmosphere cosy. You get a warm welcome
every time, and the staff spoils you with
culinary delights. I fully recommend the
restaurant! We have already spent many
pleasant hours in the restaurant.
Take me there

SILA THAI
DÜSSELDORF

Great Thai food to die for, authentic ambience,
friendly service and an incredible variety of
dishes. I’ve never regretted my visit there.
Simply delicious!
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Wehrstr. 9,
46047 Oberhausen
GERMANY

Bahnstraße 76,
40210 Düsseldorf
GERMANY

ENJOY

ITALY
CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

CATERINA PRAGLIOLA
#METROHERO

PALAZZO
PETRUCCI
NAPOLI

This enchanting location overlooks the Gulf of
Naples, to provide the perfect place to satisfy all
the senses. Chef Lino delights you with his menu,
which is inspired by the Campania tradition but
skilfully reinterpreted with innovation.
At the end of the meal, you simply cannot
refuse the dessert, this creation of excellence, ‘la
pastiera decomposed,’ is the ideal conclusion to
the sensory journey between taste and tradition.

THE RESTAURANT
A restaurant that knows how to offer tradition
and innovation at the same time. Originally
located in a historic building in Naples – from
which it takes its name – since 2016 it can now
be found at the beach of Posillipo. In December
2008 it was awarded a prestigious Michelin Star.

Take me there

ADDRESS
Via Posillipo 16c,
80123 Napoli
ITALY

DAVIDE PARADISO

#METROHERO

OSTERIA SCOTTI

IRENE BARSOTTI
#METROHERO

BERGAMO

I have personally seen this business grow for
years, always with passion and maintaining
a very strong family identity. Even during the
times where everything has changed, they work
better as a team. Their brand is characterized by
their smile. On every visit you feel like home,
where tradition and constant innovation are
combined in a unique and unrepeatable way.
Take me there

SAN COLOMBANO
LUCCA

Dining at San Colombano means experiencing
a magical atmosphere and enjoying a surreal
panorama, which contrasts elements of nature
with the glow of the town lights. It is simply
the best way to experience Lucca.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Via Bergamo 12,
24018, Paladina, Bergamo
ITALY

Baluardo San Colombano
Mura Urban, Lucca
ITALY

GUENDALINA ZUCCA

#METROHERO

RISTORANTE
JOIA

ANTONIO COFONE
#METROHERO

DEUS CAFÈ

TRIESTE

This restaurant combines the tastes, flavours,
and aromas of Neapolitan origins with the
heritage and historical dishes of Trieste.
In addition, the restaurant was founded to
create a space where hospitality, quality and
convenience come first.
Take me there

MILANO

This very famous, and fashionable, Cocktail Bar
in Milan is ideal for a stylish happy hour and a
tasty weekend breakfast or bruch.
The location is also perfect as you will find it
in the heart of the Isola district.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Riva Tommaso Gulli 4a,
34123 Trieste
ITALY

Via Genova Thaon di Revel 3,
20159 Milano
ITALY

ENJOY

POLAND

Restaurant

Café

Bar
CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

KATARZYNA WĄSOWICZ

#METROHERO

Z ZIELONYM
PIECEM

SZYMON GATLIK
#METROHERO

SCHABOSZCZAK
OD DZIADKA

OLSZTYNEK

Delicious, home cooked meals, simple yet very
tasty. My personal favorite is the goose served
with potato dumplings and the absolutely best
fish soup in the region with large pieces of the
local lake fish. I can also strongly recommend
tench with sour cream which is the best I’ve had
so far in my life!
Take me there

POZNAŃ

I can’t remember the last time I tasted such a
great Swiss cutlet, with cheese and ham hidden
inside of a tender piece of pork loin. Served with
potatoes, a cabbage salad, and a fruit compote, it
is truly a mouthwatering experience.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Floriana 1,
11-015 Olsztynek
POLAND

Szkolna 7,
61-636 Poznań
POLAND

HUBERT STOPIERZYŃSKI

#METROHERO

ALEKSANDRA STANIUK
#METROHERO

PSTRĄGOWO

PIEROGI Z PIECA

ŻÓŁTAŃCE-KOLONIA
What is special about this restaurant is that
its serving fishes from its own ponds.
The menu includes the famous trout, served
in several ways, pike perch and many more.
Sitting at a table on a floating pier, you can
watch local anglers at work.
I highly recommend!
Take me there

WARSZAWA

Pierogi z Pieca restaurant reminds me of my
family home. The dough from the oven is crispy,
and the cheese filling in the dumplings is just
perfect – slightly salty, melting in your mouth.
I also like the taste of spinach dumplings.
I am a huge fan of this place!
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Pstrągowa 17,
22-100 Żółtańce-Kolonia
POLAND

Powstańców Śląskich 124/lokal 60,
01-466 Warszawa
POLAND

ENJOY

FRANCE

CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

SYLVAIN ROULET
#METROHERO

LE CENT 33
BORDEAUX

Emilie and chef Fabien Beaufort’s restaurant
is located just 2 steps away from the city
centre of Bordeaux. The decoration is raw
with rustic dishes. Fabien’s speciality is to
serve quality products, that are always well
sourced (very often at METRO), on plates
designed to be shared. The use of a Japanese
grill is unmistakable on the palate with its
delicious, woody and smoky notes.
An unprecedented experience you should
discover soon!

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL?
The menu is inspired by both the season
and the chef’s international experiences.
The products, from the simplest to the
most substantial, are created without
compromising on quality, which is a basic
requirement for precise cooking, the right
seasoning and a balance of flavours and
textures.

Take me there

ADDRESS
133 Rue du Jardin public,
33000 Bordeaux
FRANCE

BÉNÉDICTE BOURACHOT

#METROHERO

LE HIATUS

MARLÈNE DALBARD
#METROHERO

LE PARC

AVIGNON

This lunchtime restaurant was created from
scratch by two women. One is the chef, the
other the venue manager.
They opened their doors in June 2021 and the
clientele was there from the first day to
experience the gourmet, seasonal cuisine.
The decor is modern and tasteful.
Take me there

BESANÇON

In this splendid setting, Chef Vivien and his entire
team create real wonders of visuality and taste. The
cuisine is both gourmet and innovative. I strongly
encourage you to discover this establishment for
yourself when you come to Besançon.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

28 avenue Fontcouverte,
84000 Avignon
FRANCE

Pl. de la 1ère Armée Française,
25000 Besançon
FRANCE

FRÉDÉRIC CRUZ
#METROHERO

LE CLAIR DE
LA PLUME

BOUSSAD DAHEB
#METROHERO

L’ESTURGEON

GRIGNAN

Le Clair de la Plume is a starred restaurant
near the Chateau de la Marquise de Sevigné
in Grignan. Julien Alano, the passionate and
fascinating chef is an ambassador of the
METRO seafood department and takes pride
in enhancing our Mediterranean products.
His cuisine is creative, gourmet and responsible.
Take me there

POISSY

It is not enough to have one or more stars to be a
good restaurant. Olivier the chef of this establishment
is proof of this. With his team, he allows us to taste
sublime dishes in an ideal setting. A loyal METRO
customer, I whole heartedly recommend him.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

2 Pl. du Mail,
26230 Grignan
FRANCE

6 cour du 14 Juillet,
78300 Poissy
FRANCE

ENJOY

AUSTRIA
CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

ALEXA KAZDA-KLABOUCH
#METROHERO

LA PAUSA
WIEN

La Pausa is a small independent restaurant.
Team spirit and customer satisfaction is part of
their taste. Team La Pausa knows the secret of
successful takeaway – giving every order all
their passion, so that they keep coming back.
Which is exactly what we love to do.

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL?
The special characteristic of La Pausa is the
people who keep queuing up to enjoy its food at
any time of the year. The pizza comes from the
stone oven and is topped with fresh ingredients.
The prices are almost outrageously fair.
The staff are always cheerful and there is
often a surprise on top for young customers,
or “my customers of tomorrow,” as Aziz the
boss cheerfully refers to them.

Take me there

ADDRESS
Neubaugasse 70,
1070 Wien
AUSTRIA

MELANIE LEITGEB

#METROHERO

TINA KAUFMANN
#METROHERO

MO’S

SUDHAUS

EICHGRABEN
I just love the restaurant MO’s in Eichgraben.
A very welcoming owner, great service and
delicious food, where just everything is right!
I can recommend it with all my heart!
#loveownbusiness
Take me there

GRAZ

I can highly recommend the Sudhaus close
to Graz, it’s a really beautiful restaurant.
The atmosphere is so cozy and modern.
I love the combination of dishes on their menu.
You should definitely also try the great beer!
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Rathausplatz 1,
3032 Eichgraben
AUSTRIA

Weblinger-Str. 10,
8054 Graz
AUSTRIA

XAVIER PLOTITZA
#METROHERO

RAU - NATURE
BASED CUISINE

AARON WALTL
#METROHERO

GASTHAUS
SAALACH-STUBN

GROSSRAMING

I highly recommend the restaurant RAU.
Exciting food on a star level, feeling
enchanted by the atmosphere and the interior,
“RAU - nature based cuisine” is the place to be.
Klemens’ creations will make you forget about
time and place as everything tastes magical!
Take me there

WALS

At the Saalach Stubn, which is next to the river
Saalach in Salzburg, modern alpine cuisine and
Austrian classics are skillfully transformed.
A nice family atmosphere is also waiting to
warmly welcome every guest.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Pechgraben 23,
4463 Großraming
AUSTRIA

Käferheimerstraße 152,
5071 Wals
AUSTRIA

ENJOY

HUNGARY

CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

PERENDI PÉTER
#METROHERO

CALAVERA
MEXIKÓI
ÉTTEREM
BUDAPEST

One of my favorite places is the Calavera
restaurant. For anyone who loves Mexican
cuisine Calavera is definitely a winning choice
and you will not be disappointed.
Plus, apart from the authentic Mexican food,
they have one of the largest tequila selections
in Hungary.

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL?
Calavera is one of the best authentic Mexican
restaurants and Tequila Bars in Budapest. In
addition to special Mexican meals and desserts,
they have one of the largest tequila sortiments,
which includes 50 different types of tequila.

Take me there

ADDRESS
Szt. István tér 3.
1042 Budapest
HUNGARY

TISZAI MERCÉDESZ ÉVA

#METROHERO

ANYUKÁM
KONYHÁJA

RICHÁRD HENCZ
#METROHERO

FORTUNA
ÉTTEREM

MISKOLC

This is one of my favorite places.
Everything is fresh and delicious, and the
owner runs her business with heart and soul.
Whatever request we have she listens to the
guests. Krisztike, the owner, is loved by
everyone since she started the restaurant.
She loves us #METROHeros too!
Take me there

DOMBÓVÁR

Fortuna restaurant has become a very modern
and pleasant place since its establishment in 1989.
The staff here work together like a family and
offer an outstanding service to their guests, with
delicious dishes and traditional hospitality.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

József Attila utca Metro áruház,
12570.hrsz. , Miskolc
HUNGARY

Ady Endre u. 14.
7200 Dombóvár
HUNGARY

HÓDY TAMÁS

#METROHERO

DON
PEPITO

KIRÁLY TÜNDE
#METROHERO

FÓRUM ÉTTEREM
SZOMBATHELY

SZOMBATHELY
Don Pepito pizzeria was established in 2012
in Szombathely. Both meat lovers and
vegetarians can find their favourite meals here.
You can take a seat in the restaurant or
order online. Everything is prepared by the
fast service of the devoted staff but is
always top quality.
Take me there

SZOMBATHELY

If you want to experience time travel or want
to be part of a Lucullusi feast, this is the place. It
recreates the atmosphere of the Roman era, mixed
with a real dining experience. Enjoy delicious food,
kind and fast service and generous servings.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Ernust Kelemen u. 4.,
9700 Szombathely
HUNGARY

Kossuth Lajos u. 2.
9700 Szombathely
HUNGARY

ENJOY

PORTUGAL

CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

ISABEL CAEIRO
#METROHERO

HÍFEN
CASCAIS

Here you can enjoy the view of Cascais Bay,
amazing food, and tasty drink. The friendliness
of the team and the service make it a pleasure
to be here.

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL?
The best ingredients in original and healthy
dishes. Fantastic staff in a premium and
professional service.
Located in a privileged area right in front of
the beach, creating a pleasant atmosphere.

Take me there

ADDRESS
Av. Dom Carlos I 48,
2750-310 Cascais
PORTUGAL

NELSON RODRIGUES

#METROHERO

CERVEJARIA
PRAXIS
COIMBRA

The restaurant has an excellent view of the
city, overlooking historical buildings of the
University of Coimbra, creating a beautiful
setting. The restaurant’s menu has a wide range
of options, based on traditional Portuguese
cuisine. I recommend trying Francesinha, with
a pint of beer produced there.
Take me there

CARLA PINTO
#METROHERO

UVA BY CALEM
VILA NOVA DE GAIA

Fantastic customer service and a great quality
restaurant with a fantastic view.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Rua António Augusto Gonçalves lote 28/29,
Santa Clara, 3040-320 Coimbra
PORTUGAL

Av Diogo Leite, 344,
frente, 4400-111 Vila Nova de Gaia
PORTUGAL

FRANCISCO MIRANDA

#METROHERO

NOÉLIA &
JERÓNIMO

RUI AZEDO
#METROHERO

RIBAMAR TRÓIA

CABANAS

In addition to the quality of the dishes, they are
a great METRO customer with whom we have a
close relationship.
Take me there

TRÓIA

On a privileged location, it offers quality meals
and an attentive and friendly staff.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Av. Ria Formosa 2,
8800-591 Cabanas
PORTUGAL

Alameda da Marina,
Loja 4, Tróia
PORTUGAL

ENJOY

CROATIA

CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

IVICA GRGUROVIC

#METROHERO

BUTLER

ANTONIO COHEN TOMAS
#METROHERO

MOVI

ZADAR

Butler is the type of place that always offers
a warm welcome. My 10-year-old son says it
is the best restaurant in town.
In fact, whenever we travel outside Zadar he
is always looking for a Butler restaurant.
They have my highest recommendation.

Take me there

SPLIT

How about a mix of uniquely creative
Mediterranean, modern cuisine and homemade
pizzas and pastas? And all enjoyed with a great
selection of wine? If this sounds tempting then
restaurant MOVI is the place to go.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Obala Kralia Tomislava 1,
23000 Zadar
CROATIA

Put Firula 47,
21000 Split
CROATIA

JOSIPA GLASNOVIĆ

#METROHERO

DENIS JELČIĆ
#METROHERO

PIZZA TRICA

ZLATNE GORICE

ČIBAČA

The pizzeria can be found in a quiet
location away from the crowds of the city.
Relaxing and homely, with cheerful
staff, you can enjoy the diverse offer
of pizzas and meat dishes.
Whoever visits Pizza Trica will be happy to
return to experience their irresistible menu.
Take me there

VARAŽDIN BREG

A fantastic selection of local dishes. The owner is
a winemaker, so he can find the perfect wine for
each guest. The terrace offers a view of Varaždin,
perfect to enjoy a spectacular sunset.
The restaurant is well renowned for its price to
quality ratio, and thus recommended by Michelin.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Put Dr. Ante Starčevića 120,
20207, Čibača
CROATIA

Ul. Banjščina 104,
42204, Varaždin Breg
CROATIA

ENJOY

UKRAINE
CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

NATALIYA YAGUDINA
#METROHERO

SYR, VYNO
TA TITKA
BELLA
KYIV

This restaurant makes the most delicious
wood-fired pizza in the capital, and the carrot
cake with caramel is simply incredible.
The feeling you get from visiting here is visiting
a distant aunt in Italy, who will feed you joyful
dishes and help you forget all your troubles.

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL?
The restaurant serves Neapolitan pizza, pasta,
bruschetta and other Italian favourites.
There are also delicious oysters, Italian wines,
lemonades, and cocktails.

Take me there

ADDRESS
Khoryva street1/2E,
04071 Kyiv
UKRAINE

OLENA PENDORAK

#METROHERO

FAMILIYA

OLEXANDER NAGORNIY
#METROHERO

IVANO-FRANKIVSK

An exceptional restaurant with quality service.
The atmosphere is warm and comforting.
The staff are always friendly and know not only
the menu but also the ingredients used for each
dish. When visiting you really get a dish cooked
according to the highest standards and taste.
Take me there

SUFRA

DONETSK REGION
This venue serves excellent Georgian cuisine.
The menu is filled with exquisite dishes, and the
staff who serve them provide a great service.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Nezalezhnosti St, 31,
76000 Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast
UKRAINE

Greek street, 32,
Mariupol, Donetsk region
UKRAINE

STANISLAV PRONIN

#METROHERO

VREMYA

OKSANA BONDARENKO
#METROHERO

KAVUN

ODESSA REGION

This awesome place has a great atmosphere,
polite waiters, live music, and an inviting deco.
The Veal steak cooked to medium is perfect! The
Josper and “grill” are also just fantastic!! The
sauces for the dishes are excellently prepared.
The restaurant has the ability to forget the past
and enjoy every moment of the present.
Take me there

POLTAVA

Such places are popularly called “places for happy
people”. I recommend a cup of the house coffee
and a piece of the most delicious lavender or
pumpkin cheesecake. “What could be better in
these warm autumn days?”
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Rainbow massif, 15/1,
Lymanka, Odessa region, 65125
UKRAINE

Stritenska st.,34,
Poltava, 36020
UKRAINE

ENJOY

PAKISTAN
Restaurant

Café

Bar

CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

AIMEN BATOOL
#METROHERO

HOWDY
ISLAMABAD
ISLAMABAD

True to its name, the restaurant references the
lifestyle of Bandera, Texas, the Cowboy capital
of the world. In short, Howdy offers a fulfilling
meal that is easy on pocket.
The restaurant has a great ambiance, perfect
for spending some quality time with your family
and friends.

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL?
Islamabad is a growing hub for fast food and
fine dining restaurants. If you are visiting, or
new to the city, and are craving fast food,
Howdy is the spot to satisfy your hunger.
Located in the heart of Gol market Islamabad,
Howdy is a casual eatery with a Western vibe
whipping up American classics that include
burgers & grilled meats.

Take me there

ADDRESS
Gol Market, Shop 6، F 7/3 F-7, Islamabad,
Islamabad Capital Territory
PAKISTAN

HAYTHEM ZAHID

#METROHERO

WASIF JAMIL
#METROHERO

SALT ‘N PEPPER

LAL QILA

PUNJAB

I would highly recommend the Yummmy
Stuff chicken breast club sandwiches.
The Pakistani food is also amazing. If you are
looking for a place to crash with your friends, or
family, with fantastic value for money in mind,
then you should go to Salt ‘n Pepper.
Take me there

ADDRESS
14 Kohinoor City Rd, near God father burger,
Kohinoor City Faisalabad, Punjab
PAKISTAN

SINDH

The desserts at Lal Qila are especially amazing.
The ambience, which is based around a Mughal
theme, creates an enchanting atmosphere and
makes spending an evening there with your
family a wonderful experience.
Take me there

ADDRESS
10/A, M.A.C.H.S، Main Shahrah-e-Faisal,
Muhammad Ali Chs (Machs),
Karachi, Karachi City, Sindh 75350
PAKISTAN

USMAN KHAN

#METROHERO

LONDON
COURTYARD

MOHSIN OBAID
#METROHERO

SPICE BAZAR
LAHORE

MULTAN

Their pasta is one of the best in Multan.
I would also highly recommend their parmesan
chicken. The staff are always very friendly,
and the food is served on time. I would certainly
recommend going to London courtyard, if you
are planning a visit to Multan.
Take me there

LAHORE

I would highly recommend visiting Spice Bazar
in Lahore and trying their Hi-tea. It offers a large
variety of delicious local dishes and tasty
desserts. Whenever I have visited this restaurant
it has been an experience to remember.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

35A Gulgasht Colony,
Multan, Punjab
PAKISTAN

T-01, Off MM Alam Road, Tipu Rd,
Lahore, 54660
PAKISTAN

ENJOY

ROMANIA

CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

Hotel

IRINA TUDOR
#METROHERO

BALVANYOS
RESORT
COVASNA COUNTY

The hotel is very chic and comfortable.
The spa area is huge with a sauna that is clean
and maintained to a high standard. All services
are fantastic, with the staff being especially nice.
The selection of food is awesome.

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL?
This recommendation includes the 4-star Grand
Hotel Balvanyos, the Grand Santerra Spa, 3
different restaurants (all with international
inspired dishes), and the Balvanyos Adventure
Park. Together these places offer the perfect
setting for the best vacation.

Take me there

ADDRESS
KM 23 DN 11C,
COVASNA County
ROMANIA

ALINA DIMA

#METROHERO

ANDREEA BENTEA
#METROHERO

MAHALA

LA CUPTOR

BUCHAREST

This amazing restaurant has a really different
style. The food is superb, and you can find
something for every taste. It is definitely a
must for anyone visiting Bucharest.
Simply a place that can’t be missed.
Take me there

SIBIU CITY

La Cuptor restaurant has excellent food and
friendly staff. The waiting time is quite short
considering the high number of customers that
are always there. The location is also nice as it’s
only a short walk to the city center.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Calea Rahovei street, 147 – 153 no,
050892 Bucharest
ROMANIA

9 Mai Street, 7 no,
550201 Sibiu city
ROMANIA

CONSTANTIN ANDREI TIU

#METROHERO

MĂGURA
COMPLEX

DANIELA TODERAS
#METROHERO

HANU ANCUTEI

BUZĂU

Măgura Complex is a great place to spend
a vacation, it has a magnificent view and is
close to some great touristic attractions.
The food is excellent, and the staff are
always pleasant and polite.
Take me there

NEAMT CITY

Hanu Ancutei is full of tradition and history,
a great place that feels as if you stepped into
another world. Here you can find delicious
traditional food and wine.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Mihai Viteazul, 250 no,
127320 Măgura, Buzău
ROMANIA

E 85, Tupilati,
617482 Neamt city
ROMANIA

ENJOY

SLOVAKIA
Hotel

Café

Bar

CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

ERIK HOÁNG
#METROHERO

POÉZIA &
HVIEZDOSLAV

PETER PAĽOV
#METROHERO

KAMÉLIA
PATISSERIE

KEŽMAROK

Hotel Hviezdoslav offers exactly what I imagine
when I think of BOUTIQUE, connecting its
original premises seamlessly, while providing
comfort and romance. The uniqueness of its
highlights, the professional approach of the staff
in combination with the Tatra scenery. It’s a
place with unforgettable stories and memories.
Take me there

ZVOLEN

In the renovated premises of this great patisserie &
café you will find delicious homemade cakes. Their
exceptional approach to customers completes the
overall pleasant atmosphere, which will leave you
with the best impression after the visit.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Hlavné námestie 95/49,
060 01 Kežmarok
SLOVAKIA

Námestie SNP 12,
960 01 Zvolen
SLOVAKIA

SILVIA POKRÝVKOVÁ

#METROHERO

SKY BAR &
RESTAURANT

RASTISLAV KAŠČÁK
#METROHERO

PIVOVAR
HOSTINEC

BRATISLAVA

If you are looking for a beautiful view of
Bratislava and a pleasant atmosphere, SKY BAR
is the place to be. You will greatly appreciate the
helpful staff and the opportunity to customize
your own menu.
Take me there

KOŠICE

Pivovar Hostinec is the oldest inn and restaurant
in Slovakia. Its premises are exceptional, and it
has its very own brewery that prepares amazing
beer, in the heart of the historic center of Košice.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Hviezdoslavovo námestie 7,
811 02 Bratislava
SLOVAKIA

Hlavná 65,
040 01 Košice
SLOVAKIA

ENJOY

KAZAKHSTAN
CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

VIKTORIYA KULINICH

#METROHERO

PECH

AINURYAM KAMALDINOVA

#METROHERO

ALMATY

My favourite place for breakfast in Almaty
is Pech restaurant. I love here everything:
dishes, service and atmosphere.
The basis of the gastronomic cuisine of the
Pech is the oven itself. Large two-ton round
stove morello forni from Italy. The oven is the
main focus and most dishes are cooked in it.
Take me there

NINO
ALMATY

The restaurant that I love to visit with my friends
to have nice evening. The place has live music,
delicious cuisine, dances and talks. If you visit
Almaty, it’s the place to be!
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Nazarbayev str. 148,
000050 Almaty
KAZAKHSTAN

Al-Farabi str. 140а,
050040 Almaty
KAZAKHSTAN

ENJOY

BULGARIA
CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

ELINA KOKALOVA
#METROHERO

BARBECUE
BROTHERS
BOURBON
BAR
SOFIA

If you like a place with attention to BBQ food,
coupled with an amazing place and a
combination with proper drinks, BBQ Brother
is the place to be! You must visit it!
I whole heartedly recommend it.

Take me there

ADDRESS
26 GrafIgnatiev Str,
1000 Sofia Center, Sofia
BULGARIA

PENKA OVCHAROVA

#METROHERO

DESISLAVA KANCHEVA
#METROHERO

CONSTANTINOFF
RESTO BAR

COCOS BAR
AND GRILL

SOFIA

SOFIA

The restaurant is very well situated – it has its
own parking and a pool for the summer season.
The food and beverages offered are of a top level.
The restaurant also offers the organization
of different types of events thematic parties,
birthdays, with guest performers.
Take me there

A beautiful and cosy place in the heart of Sofia.
The interior is a fusion of styles and culture with
a modern look. The cuisine is a fusion between
classic Bulgarian dishes with modern ingredients
and style. You should try the desserts and get a
proper drink!
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Hristo Silyanov 148,
1229 g.k. Nadezhda 3, Sofia
BULGARIA

33-31 Vitosha blvd,
1000 Sofia Center, Sofia
BULGARIA

MARINA MARINOVA

#METROHERO

JORDANKA FAKIROVA
#METROHERO

COSMOS

SHTASTLIVETSA

SOFIA

I have only been a few times in Cosmos, but I am
more than impressed. The food is amazing and
different than anything else, but at the same
time it keeps the traditional taste. The service
is literally from another planet – they offer
experience and adventure while having a dinner.
Take me there

VELIKO TARNOVO

My favourite restaurant is Stastlivetca the great
interior, always perfectly cleaned, the very high
level, perfect quality of the food, with always fresh
products, and the original recipes based on the
seasonality, they make for an amazing experience!
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Lavele St. 19,
1000 Sofia Center, Sofia
BULGARIA

79 Stefan Stambolov Str,
Veliko Tarnovo
BULGARIA

ENJOY

METRO AG

CLICK ON THE PINS AND EXPLORE JOY.

Restaurant

Café

Bar

SONIKA GROTJANS
#METROHERO

LÖFFELBAR
DÜSSELDORF

Löffelbar is my favourite place in Düsseldorf!
A nice brunch bar that makes everyone happy!
They have delicious breakfast options,
amazing burgers, soups, stews, appetizers,
subs/sandwiches, salads, and desserts.
And their friendly staff make me visit them
again and again.

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL?
A small restaurant with a charming bistro
interior, serves breakfast, steaks and pasta
as well as homemade burgers.

Take me there

ADDRESS
Tußmannstraße 3,
40477 Düsseldorf
GERMANY

PESO GRGIC

#METROHERO

MINAS NAŠA
RADNJA

BRIGITTE TAYLOR
#METROHERO

ALTE
METZGEREI

DÜSSELDORF

Great place if you want to enjoy some of
the typical dishes from the Balkans.
Delicious food from Serbia and Bosnia or if
you want to buy great wines and delicacies
from Croatia, Herzegovina, Montenegro or
Northern Macedonia.
Take me there

DÜSSELDORF

I highly recommend the Alte Metzgerei in Flingern
for its home cooked traditional food. Lunch is a
joyfull experience every time. I urge you to try
the savory tarts and delicious cakes, they are a
true delight.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Stresemannstr 30,
40210 Düsseldorf
GERMANY

Hoffeldstraße 48,
40235 Düsseldorf
GERMANY

MARION SARRA

#METROHERO

NINA BUNTENBACH
#METROHERO

BISTRO ERMINIG

LANDWIRTSCHAFT
BERDERHOF

DÜSSELDORF

Bistro Erminig, is one of my favorite place in
Düsseldorf! Entering feels like traveling to
Narnia. As they say, it’s a little piece of Brittany
in Germany! The bistro, deserves to be known!
I also recommend trying the Galette bretonne
with a cup of cider, you won’t regret it!
Take me there

WILLICH

My favorite is the Berderhof in Willich. The dishes
represent freshness and quality, coupled with a
very friendly and hospitable staff. Always worth
a trip into the countryside to enjoy the local
culinary dishes.
Take me there

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

Mutter-Ey-Straße 5,
40213 Düsseldorf
GERMANY

Klosterweg 32,
47877 Willich
GERMANY

#LoveOwnBusiness

ENJOY THE WORLD!
This guide features a range of recommendations from of our #METROHeroes.
But more than that it’s an amazing testament to our employees, their passion and
daily work with independent businesses. We’d like to thank those who submitted a
recommendation and pay tribute to all #METROHeroes for your dedication to our cause.
Wherever you find yourself in the world, use this guide to truly enjoy your
surrounding – because there is no joy without you.

